Temporal ordering of substitutions in RNA evolution: Uncovering the structural evolution of the Human Accelerated Region 1.
The Human Accelerated Region 1 (HAR1) is the most rapidly evolving region in the human genome. It is part of two overlapping long non-coding RNAs, has a length of only 118 nucleotides and features 18 human specific changes compared to an ancestral sequence that is extremely well conserved across non-human primates. The human HAR1 forms a stable secondary structure that is strikingly different from the one in chimpanzee as well as other closely related species, again emphasizing its human-specific evolutionary history. This suggests that positive selection has acted to stabilize human-specific features in the ensemble of HAR1 secondary structures. To investigate the evolutionary history of the human HAR1 structure, we developed a computational model that evaluates the relative likelihood of evolutionary trajectories as a probabilistic version of a Hamiltonian path problem. The model predicts that the most likely last step in turning the ancestral primate HAR1 into the human HAR1 was exactly the substitution that distinguishes the modern human HAR1 sequence from that of Denisovan, an archaic human, providing independent support for our model. The MutationOrder software is available for download and can be applied to other instances of RNA structure evolution.